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Welcome to Beaded Weft Extensions!
 Beaded wefts are a high maintenance, luxury service. To insure the health of your hair and lengthen the life of the

extension hair, strict guidelines will need to be followed.
I understand a NON REFUNDABLE deposit for the cost of hair & any customizing color for the extensions is
required before booking an install appointment.
I understand the deposit for the cost of hair is seperate from the cost of install due the day of your service.
I understand beaded wefts must be maintained no more than every 6 to 8 weeks to prevent damage to the natural
hair & scalp. If you go past the suggested maintenance time and matting or molding occurs, it will be charged
hourly to treat.
I have no silicone, metal (aluminum), or latex allergies.
I understand a blending cut is required with all installs. Blending is included in the install.
I understand maintenance appointments are a separate charge from cost of install.
I understand extension hair is human hair, color fades like human hair, and must be maintained like human hair.
I understand my head may be tender, especially when sleeping, the first few nights, up to a week. This is
completely normal as your scalp adjusts to the new object against it and weight of the hair.
I understand the initial install will be a general bead placement. At the first maintenance appointment, this is
where any adjustments to bead work can be done and more customized based on your likes and dislikes of the
general placement.
I have been provided an Extension Care Guide to know how to properly care and maintain my natural hair and
extension hair to prevent any breakage, slippage, and lengthen the life of the extension hair.
Miller Beauty Bar is not liable for any damage done to your scalp, natural hair or extension hair from improper at
home care including not using recommend products for home care.
I understand my initial quote is only honored for 30 days after deposit is paid. Anything past 30 days is subject to
change but initial deposit will still be applied to the total.
I understand if I see a separate stylist for color appointments or color my hair / extensions myself I void any and
all warranty on the extension hair with Miller Beauty Bar!

It is suggested to book your extension install appointment on a day you are not pushed for time as hair is
unpredictable. 
I strive to offer my guests the highest level of guest satisfaction. If you are having challenges with your extensions, let
me know within 7 days of your visit and I'm happy to correct the issue with no additional charge. I do not offer any
refunds for any extension services.

Cancellations & Reschedules
In order to continue providing the best possible scheduling options to my guests, I do require a 24 hour notice should
you need to cancel or reschedule your visit with me. Should you cancel or reschedule your extension install or
maintenance appointment with less than 24 hours notice, a rebooking fee of $50 does apply and will be due before a
new appointment is scheduled. 
If any other services are booked along with your extensions (Color appointment) an additional  $50 rebooking fee will also be
due before rescheduling. (Extension move up + highlight = $100 rebooking fee)

 Hair Extensions Contract

Printed Name Signature



"THE VOLUME" $550

For Guests looking for thicker, fuller hair.

Includes one row installation, up to 3

custom colored 20" wefts, custom

blending cut, with a take home bag of

goodies!

Date

$100 1 row

$130 2  rows

$195 3 rows

$260 4 rows

 

$50

$80

 

$50 /hr.

INSTALL & MAINTENANCE

Move Up Per Row

Removal (no reinstall)

with shampoo & style

 

Matting Removal

 Hair Extensions Contract

TOTAL $

Due Before Booking $
50% NON REFUNDABLE

Due Day Of Service $

Printed Name Signature

Pricing Breakdown

"THE LENGTH" $1,000

For guests wanting length and thickness.

Includes two row installation, up to 8

custom colored 20" wefts, custom

blending cut, with a take home bag of

goodies!

"INSTA WORTHY" $1,300

For guests wanting the thickest, longest

hair. Includes three row installation, up

to 12 custom color 20" wefts, custom

blending cut, with a take home bag of

goodies! Quote is honored for 30 days 


